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1. The next step of this project is to find typefaces that work for 
the 3 words you are doing...
• think about letters shapes 
(if you have a material that doesn’t bend don’t pick a cursive font)
• pick type that expresses the emotion of the word
• watch out for letters with small negative spaces- they are harder to work with

2.
After you select typefaces, you want to select the background they sit on,
we are faking all the backgrounds in Photoshop. 
unsplash.com is a great sourse for backgrounds
• think about color contrast you want the type to pop off the background
• pick large images for the background so the resolution is good

3.
Combine your type and background, in a photoshop document that is 17x22” 
one for each word (yep it’s big)
Next, lower the opacity on the type so it’s barely readable.
You want the type very pale so you can just barely see it to pile your 
3-D materials on.
The low opacity real type will keep your letters true to form and make your job 
much easier then free forming the type with no guide.

4.
Save your document to the server so Sally or Emily can Print out the documents 
(3 total one for each word) for you. You will notice a color difference from the 
screen to print because we are using matt paper that absorbs some of the 
Intensity of the ink. Matt paper will not reflect when you photograph it.

5.
Place the 3-D materials on top of low opacity type and the fake background and 
take multiple photos of it (see photo tip sheet)

6.
Retouch photos if needed, place in the final Photoshop document template and 
upload to CGR for a grade.

3-D typography: Final Steps


